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DENSITIES AND DIFFERENTIABILITY PROPERTIES
OF GAUSS SEMIGROUPS ON A LIE GROUP
EBERHARD SIEBERT
Abstract.
We consider an absolutely continuous Gauss semigroup on a connected
Lie group. Integrability and boundedness properties for the corresponding densities
are established. Moreover it is shown that the Gauss measures transform integrable
functions into infinitely differentiable solutions of certain partial differential equations. Finally, we prove that the semigroup acts on many Banach spaces as a
differentiable operator semigroup.

Introduction. In [11] we characterized the absolute continuity of a Gauss semigroup (ju.,),>0 on a Lie group G by means of its generator TV. Moreover, we
established some differentiability properties of the densities v, of the measures nr In
this paper we continue these investigations. Our results rely on those of [11]. In
particular, the hypoellipticity of the differential operator /V — d/dt on the manifold
]0, oo[ X G plays a crucial role. In fact, if A^— d/dt is even elliptic then our subject
has quite a long history, starting in 1959 with Nelson's paper [7] (cf. the discussion in
[2, R 6.3]). The new element appearing in this context is hypoellipticity.
Our Theorem 1 establishes some integrability and boundedness properties of the
densities vr Here the important point is that the densities turn out to be square
integrable. In particular this gives pointwise estimations. Theorem 2 yields that the
absolutely continuous Gauss measures ju, transform Lp(G)-functions into infinitely
differentiable functions that solve the partial differential equation N = d/dt on
]0, oo[ X G. Theorem 3 shows that many Banach space representations of G turn the
absolutely continuous Gauss semigroup (jn,)i>0 into a differentiable operator semigroup. This is a necessary condition for the semigroup (ju,)r>0 to be holomorphic
(roughly speaking this means that ¡i, depends holomorphically on t). It is well known

that certain classes of Gauss semigroups are holomorphic (cf. [5, 6, 10, 12]). But
there is still the conjecture (supported by Theorem 3) that every absolutely continuous Gauss semigroup is holomorphic.1
Preliminaries.
function/defined

By R* we denote the set of positive real numbers. A real valued
on R^ is said to be locally bounded if sup{|/(f ) | : 1/s *£ r *£ s} < oo

for all s E R* .
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If M is a real analytic manifold we denote by QX(M) the space of real valued
functions on M which are differentiable infinitely often. ^(M) is the subspace of
functions in Q°°(M) that have compact support.
By G we always denote a connected Lie group of dimension n > 1. Let d be a left
invariant Riemannian metric on G. We put t(x) = d(x, e), x E G, where e is the
identity of G. Let g be the Lie algebra of G and exp the exponential mapping of g
into G. Every X E g defines a differential operator X on G by

Xf(x) = ]imr\f(xcxptX)
tlQ

for all/E

ß°°(G)andx

-f(x)}

E G.

By L(G) or L°°(G) we denote the Banach space of bounded real valued Borel
measurable functions/on
G with the norm \f\x = sup{|/(x)|:
x E 67}. Let ßb(G)
= {/ E L(G) : / is continuous}, G°(G) = {/ E Gh(G) : / vanishes at infinity}, and

%(G) = {/E e°(G): /has compact support}. Moreover we put b(G) - e°°(G) n
6h(G).

J(y)

If / is a function

on G and if x E G, we define functions

xf, fx, f* by

= f(xy),fx(y) = f(yx), f*(y) = f(y~x) (all j^ E G). By A and p we denote a

left and a right Haar measure on G, respectively, connected by p = A • À where A is
the modular function of G.
Let LP(G) be the Banach space of (equivalence classes of) real valued Borel
measurable functions/on
G such that \ff is X-integrable and let 1/1^= {/ \ff d\}x/p
(1 *£/> < oo). <D1t'(G)denotes the space of probability measures on the a-algebra of
Borel sets in G. With every ju E 91L'(G) there is associated a contraction operator 7^

on L(G) defined by (T^f)(x) = ff(xy)p(dy) for all x E G and/ E L(G).
A family (m,)f>0 in ÇTL^G) is said to be a Gauss semigroup if no ju, is a point
measure, if ps* pt = /xJ+r for all î, í ë R*+ (where * denotes convolution in <9\ll(G)),
and if lim,l0/"1iir(Ct/)
= 0 for every open neighborhood U of the identity e of G.
The semigroup (p,)t>o is said to be absolutely continuous if every measure ju, is
absolutely continuous with respect to X (or p).
As is well known, for every/ E b(G) there exists

A(f) = Urny {//¿M,

"/(e)).

;4 is called the generating functional of the semigroup (|i()/>0. Moreover there exist
elements X0, Xx,...,Xr of g (r *£ «) such that the differential operator A7= Â^ +
X,Z| + • • • +XrXr on G represents/I in the sense that Nf(x) = A(xf) for all x E G
and/E b(G). (For more relevant information on Gauss semigroups cf. [2, 11].) We
shall repeatedly apply the following two results:
Theorem A. Let (M,)r>u be a Gauss semigroup on G. Then for every s E R* , there
exists a c E R* such that

sup

/ exp(cr(x)

)¡it(dx)

: 0 < t < s J < oo.
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In particular, for every b E R* , the function

t-+Jexp(bT(x))iit(dx)
is locally bounded on R* (cf. [6, Theorem 2]).
Theorem

B. Let (jnr)r>0 be an absolutely continuous Gauss semigroup on G. Let

f E L(G) and put w(t, x) = Tß f(x) for all (t, x) E R* X G. Then the function w is in
ß°°(R* X G) and satisfies dw(t, x)/dt = Nw(t, x) for all (t, x) £ R* X G [11, Theorem 3].
Results. Let us now fix once and for all an absolutely continuous Gauss semigroup
(jU./)r>oon the Lie group G with generating functional A and representing differential
operator 7Y.Then by Theorems 1 and 2 in [11] there exists an infinitely differentiable
function # s= 0 on R^ X G such that vt = d(t, •) is a A-density of the measure ju,.

Lemma. Let p E [1, oo[ and f E LP(G) such that f^ 0. Then for every t E R% the
integral ¡ir * f(e) = ff(y~l)n,(dy)

is defined and finite. Moreover

the function

t —

/i.r * f(e) is locally bounded on R* .

Proof.

Let C = R* XG. Now u(t, x) = n, * f(x) is defined for all (t, x) E C

(since /s* 0). Moreover, u(t, x) = sup{ju, * min(/, n)(x) : n s* 1} implies the measurability of the function u (cf. Theorem B).
Now we proceed as in the proofs of Theorems 1 and 3 in [11]. We shall only give
the arguments. By

y(h) = j(ju(t,x-])h(t,x)p(dx)\

dt

(h £ 6¡)(C))

there is defined a distribution <p on the manifold C. Now P = N — d/dt is a
differential operator on C. One easily shows P<p = 0. Since the Gauss semigroup
(rlt)t>o is absolutely continuous, P is hypoelliptic [11, Corollary of Theorem 2].
Consequ'ently there exists a function v E GX(C) such that v(t, x) — u(t, x"') for

almost all (t, x) E C and such that Pv = 0.
Taking into account Fatou's lemma we conclude u(t, x) < v(t, x"1) for all (t, x)
E C. In particular we have ¡i, * f(e) = u(t, e) < v(t, e). Hence the assertion.
□
Theorem 1. The densities vt of the Gauss measures ¡x, admit the following properties:
(i) For every i)GR*
one has ehTv, E LP(G), 1 < p « oo, and ehTvt E G°(G) (all

t E R* ).
(ii) For every b E R* the function t ^\ehTvt\
is locally bounded on R* (all
/>E[l,cc]).
(iii) For every interval [a, ß] in R+ and for every compact subset C of G the function
sup{x(u,),, : x, y E C; a =£ t =S ß} is X-integrable and vanishes at infinity.
(iv) Assertions (i)-(iii) are also valid with v* instead ofv,.
(v) vs * vt(x) = vs+i(x) for all x G G and s, t E R* .

Proof.
(*)

Let ¿>E R* be fixed. Moreover there exist constants a, /c'E R* such that
k-]eaT<A^keaT

[3, Proposition
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1. We first prove (i) and (ii) for p = 2: Let c = a + b. By Theorem A we have
eCTv,E L\G). This yields, in view of [1, (20.2)], /= v*eCTA~]E L](G). Moreover,
f> 0. Taking into account (*) we obtain

V,*f(e)=ff(y-l)nÂdy)=ff(y-l)v,(y)\(dy)
= fv!(y)v!(y)eCTÍV)A(y)\(dy)^k-ifebTv;d\.
Hence the assertion in view of the lemma above.
2. Taking into account (*) and part 1 we can conclude vfe2bTA~l E L\G).
(v*)2e2hr £ L\G)

and \vfeb7\2 =\v,ebrArW2\2;

in particular

Thus
/ -*\v?ebT\2 is locally

bounded on R* [1, (20.2)]. Hence vs * v, E S°(G) [1, (20.16)]; therefore (v) is
proved.
3. For fixed (GR*+ let g = v,ebT. As just proved we have g, g* £ L2(G).
Consequently h = g * g E S°(G). In view of (v) and T(xy) + t(y) s* t(x) (ail
x, y £ G), we have for all x E G:
h(x)

= fvt(xy)ebT(Xí)vt(y-])ebTir)X(dy)

3=eb^fv,(xy)v,(

y~i)X(dy) = eb^v2l(x).

Consequently, ebrv2l E G°(G). Moreover,
\ebTv2,\00^\h\00=\g*g\00^\g\2\g*\2=\víeb^2\vrehT\2.

As shown above (cf. 1 and 2), the functions t -^\v,ebT\2 and / -^\v*ehT\2 are locally
bounded on R% ; hence the same is true for the function t ^\v,ebr\x.
Now for every
p E ]1, oo[ we have

\v,ebYP = fepbTv,pdX = f {eip-'i)bTvp-l}ebTv,dX

Taking into account Theorem A, thus (i) and (ii) are proved for all/? £ [1, oo].
4. For the proof of (iii) we observe that there exists a constant c £ R* such that
e iT is a A-integrable function [3, Proposition 1.5]. In view of (ii) there exists a
Y £ Rt such that v, < ye~CT for / E [a, /?]. With d = sup{t(x) : x £ C} we obviously have r(xzy) > r(z) — 2d and, consequently,
vi(xzy)<ye2cile~CT{z)
for all

z E G and x, y E C. This shows (iii).
5. Finally the proof of (iv) can now be carried out very easily by the same
procedure as in the case p = 2 considered in 2. D
Remarks. 1. By Theorem l(i) there exists for all ft, / £ R* a y £ R* such that
v, =£ ye~bT.

Taking into account the first part of Theorem A, assertions (i) and (ii) of Theorem
1 also hold with t2 instead of t if the constants b GR% are chosen sufficiently small.
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2. For a symmetric absolutely continuous Gauss semigroup (i.e. X0 — 0) and for
p = 2, property (i) of Theorem 1 has been asserted by P. E. T. Jorgensen [4, proof of

Proposition 3.3].
Theorem 2. Let p E [1, oo] and f E LP(G). Then for every pair (t, x) E R* X G
the integrals

u(t, x) = ¡x,* f(x) = ff{y-]x)n,(dy)
and

w(t>x)=jf(xyhA<fy)
are defined and finite. Moreover u and w are in (3°°(R* XG) and satisfy du(t, x)/dt

= Nu(t, x"1), dw(t, x)/dt

= Nw(t, x), respectively, for all (t, x) £ R*+ X G.

Proof. 1. If p = oo, then we have for all (t, x) £ R* XG:

u(t,x)=jf*(x-*y)vt(<fy)
and

= (Tliif*)(x-1)

•

w(t,x) = (Tlí¡f)(x).
Hence the assertion in view of Theorem B.
2. Now let p < oo and let q E]l, oo] be defined by \/p + \/q— 1. Without loss
of generality we may assume/3= 0. Let (f„)„^\ be a sequence in %(G) such that
lim |/ - fn\p = 0. Finally we again put C = R* X G and P = N - d/dt.
(a) In view of the proof of the Lemma there exists a function v E G°°(C) such that
Pv = 0, u ^ v and u(t, x"1) = v(t, x) for almost all (t, x) E C. In view of Theorem
l(ii) (and of estimate (*) in its proof) the function t ^>\Ai/pv,\q is finite and,
moreover, locally bounded on R* .

By Holder's inequality and [1, (20.2)] we have

\y,,* f(x) - y,,* fn(x)\^\f - fn\p\A^pv,\qA(x)-'/p
for all n > 1 and (t, x) E C. In view of 1, every function (t, x) -» ¡x, * f,(x) is
continuous. Consequently, the function (t, x) -» ¡x, * f(x) is also continuous. Thus
u(t, x"') = v(t, x) for all (t, x) E C. Hence the assertion for u.
(b) By Holder's inequality and Theorem l(i) we have w(t, x) ^1/1^,1«, |? < oo for
all (/, x) £ C. Thus the function w is defined and finite. Moreover the estimate

1*^*)-£/■(*) l<l/-ÄU°«I»
yields, together with 1 and Theorem 1(ii), the continuity of w.
The rest of the proof is again analogous to the proofs of Theorems 1 and 3 in [11].

By

4>(h)=j{fw(t,

x)h(t, x)p(dx)\ dt

(h E q)(C))

there is defined a distribution \¡/ on the manifold C. P is a hypoelliptic differential
operator on C such that Pxp — 0. Consequently, there exists a function v E 6°°(C)
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such that Pv = 0 and w = v almost everywhere. But the continuity of w implies
w = v. Hence the assertion for w. D
Let w be a strongly continuous representation of G by contractions on a Banach
space E. For every li E ÇIL^G) there is defined a bounded operator 7r(ju) on E by
(■ïï(ix)u,è)

= j (ir(x)u,^)¡x(dx)

for all u E E and £ E E' (where £" denotes the strong dual of E and {•,•) the
canonical bilinear form on £ X E'). Obviously, (77(/x,)),>0 is a strongly continuous
semigroup of contractions on E. By (N„, 9lw) we denote its infinitesimal generator.
Theorem

3. Let the Banach space E be weakly sequentially complete.

Then

(■n-(¡x,))l>0 is a differentiable operator semigroup, i.e., tt(ix,)u E 9Lw for all u E E.
Moreover, ifuEE
and i E E' then {■n-n(ixi)u, £) E b(G) and

(tf.(*(M>),0 = ^(<«*0»>,€>)

(alltERl).

Proof. 1. Obviously we have {-nu, £)£ Qh(G) and 7¿ (ttw, |>= (inr(nt)u, £>.
Hence in view of Theorem B we have (irirdx^u, £)£ S(G). Let cp(£) =
/i((7rw(ju,)w, |) for some fixed / E R^ (where A is the generating functional of the
semigroup (ju,),>0). Let (t(n))nS>] be some sequence in R^ converging to 0. We put

—— j {{<n(x)Tr(y,,)u,

t) -

By definition of A we have
lim<p„(|) = <p(|)

(-rt(¡x,)u,

|) }fit(n)( dx).

foralUEf.

Obviously, every (pnis a continuous linear functional on E' (defined by the element
t(n)~\ TT(ixlin))-n(ixt)u- <rr(iit)u} of E). By the theorem of Banach and Steinhaus, cp
is also a continuous linear functional on E'. Since by our assumption E is weakly
sequentially complete there exists an element v of E such that m(|) = (v, |> for all
2. In view of 1 the function a¿ : s -> (77(^)77(11,)«, £) (defined
differentiable from the right and we have

äs .

(77(/iJ)77(/Xr)M,|)

= —

on R^ ) is

<77(lXJ)77(/i,)M,77(/iJ*|)

= v(»(Mr)*{)=

(©,»(/»,.)•«>=

(w(M>,í>

(where 77(¡ur)*denotes the dual operator of 77(ju,r)).Hence the right derivative of a( is
continuous. Consequently the function a( is continuously differentiable. This yields
(t7(/ív)7t(/í,)m,¿)-

(7t(îi,)m,|)=

/ {tr(ixr)v,i)

for all I E £'. Hence
*-(msM/¿,)m

- 7t(/í,)m = 1 7r(/ir)t> dr
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for all s E R^ . This yields tt(li,)u E 9l„ and N„(ir(fx,)u) = v. Consequently we
have for all | E E':

(Nn(*(pt)u),Ç)=(v,è)=<ptt)=A((im(vt)u,Ç)).
Thus the theorem is proved.
□
Remark. Differentiable operator semigroups have been studied, for example, by

A. Pazy [8].
Every semireflexive Banach space and every AL-space is weakly sequentially
complete. (This is obvious for semireflexive spaces; for AL-spaces cf. [9, II.8,
Corollary of Proposition 8.8].) Hence, Theorem 3 applies in particular to the left
regular representation -np of G on Lp(G) for 1 *£/? < oo. In this case we have

">(M)/= M*/forallju.

E 91t'(G) and/ E LP(G). Let (Np, %p) denote the infinites-

imal generator of the operator semigroup (irp(p,)),>o on LP(G).

Corollary
1. We have v, £ 91 and (Npvt, g)= A((-npv„ g)) for all í E R* ,
g E Lq(G) and p E [1, oo[ (where q is defined by \/p + \/q = 1).
Proof.

By Theorem

1 we have vs E LP(G)

and trp(fil)vs = ¡x, * vs = vt * vs = vl+s

for all s £ R* . Theorem 3 applied XoE = LP(G), it = irp and u = vs. £ = g yields
the assertion.
D
The Banach space U°(G) is not weakly sequentially complete. But we can
establish a result similar to that for the spaces LP(G), p < oo. For this reason let
&iu(G) (resp. Gru(G)) denote the Banach space (with respect to the norm | • \x) of all
functions in Gb(G) that are uniformly continuous with respect to the left (resp. right)
uniform structure on G. Then by T,f(x) — Jf(xy)ix,(dy), f £ G¡U(G) (resp. by
S,f = jii, * /, /£ Qru(G)), there is given a strongly continuous semigroup (T,)l>0
(resp. (S,)t>0) of contractions on Qtu(G) (resp. Qru(G)). We denote its infinitesimal

generator by (Nlu, 9l,J
Corollary

(resp. by (Nru, % J).

2. For all g E LCC(G) and t E R^ the following assertions are valid:

(i) T,g £ %lu andNtu(Ttg)

= (N,vt * g*)*.

(ii) ix,* g G %ru and Nru(¡x, * g) = (Ntv,)

Proof.

* g.

Let g E LX(G) and t £ R* be fixed. In view of ¡x, * g = (T,g*)* it

suffices to prove (ii). First of all we observe ¡x, * g — v, * g £ Qru(G) [1, (20.16)].
Furthermore, for all s E R% the following estimation is valid:
\s~\n,

* (fx, * g) - fx, * g] - (Nxv,) *g\x<*\s-\\Ls

Now Corollary 1 yields the assertions.

* v, - v,} - /V,u,|, \g\x.

D
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